Accelerate your Software Development
Software organisations must innovate and deliver solutions quickly to
market, without having to change their quality standards to be able do so.
Understanding their complex code infrastructure is key to delivering
technology change at speed.
Seerene is an end-to-end software development analytics platform,
which provides insights to organisations who need to transform their speed,
standard and cost-effectiveness.
It helps accelerate development processes by analysing across 80+ technology
stacks, revealing problem hotspots and trends, and providing metric-based
summaries. It functions without altering the original codebase, and manages
overall risk by connecting data silos and delivering root-cause analysis.

Why customers use Seerene
●● Metric-based evaluations of
a software team’s performance

●● 3D map visualisations that can
be understood by the whole team

●● Analytics that pinpoint issues
and minimise risks

●● Integrates seamlessly with
an existing tool landscape

New Heights of
End-to-End Visibility

Root-Cause Analysis

Transformed Efficiency

●● Get visibility into all stages of

●● Work fast with visualisations that

●● Focus on defects, target resources

software development – require-

reconfigure instantaneously

ments, coding and deployments

according to different metrics

●● Bridge communication gaps
between different software
engineering teams

●● Unite your development team
with a single common language

●● Increase your entire team’s
productivity and prevent delays
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●● Trace problems to the code
and/or engineering activity

●● Reduce rework on the effort spent
identifying and fixing bugs

and reduce effort and costs

●● Minimise risks, delays and
poor decisions

●● Get analytics for the entire
software development process,
from requirements to deployment

●● Boost the speed of your
software development

Seerene provides clear, instant analytics and scalability
Set up with maximum ease
●● Seerene integrates seamlessly with different programming languages, version control
tracking systems, issue tracking systems and code checkers. It fits every software project,
with cloud and on-premise solutions to choose from

Receive instant metrics about your coding activity
●● Get insights into your speed and code quality, and evaluate the cost effectiveness of your team
●● Meet deadlines and satisfy expectations of quality in the product delivered
●● Steer your company towards efficiency and profitability

“By applying a data-driven approach to software engineering,
we constantly operate in the sweet spot of quality and productivity.”
Seerene User Frank Bieser, Head of Development & Sourcing, S IT Solutions (Member of Erste Group)

Jira, Pivotal & more

Jenkins, Circle CI & more

Tessa, Cantata & more

Github, Gitlab, Bitbucket
& more

SPIN- OFF FROM:

Contact us to learn more about
how we can help you accelerate
your software development.
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